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NewSpeak is a game of code-
breaking and subterfuge for three to 
six players, set in a bleak near-future 
world.

In the not-too-distant future, under 
the watchful gaze of the Moderators, 
the population is kept compliant by 
augmented reality technology that 
makes the world seem idyllic. The 
Moderators monitor the internet for 
signs of dissent, blocking anyone 
who seems suspicious. 

NewSpeak
A small group of Dissidents seek to 
challenge the Moderators’ hold on 
society. Attempting to evade the 
Moderators’ notice, they swap coded 
messages online, planning to hack 
into the augmented reality servers 
that keep the truth filtered. The 
Dissidents aim to reveal the world for 
what it is, and spark revolution.

In NewSpeak, players take the roles 
of Dissidents or Moderators and fight 
for a better society… as they see it.
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CONTENTS

52 Code Cards

24 ‘Hacked’/Moderated 

Location Cards

1 Dissident Timer (120s)

1 Mod Timer (60s)

2 Dry Erase Pens

2 Moderator Code Sheets

4 Targeting Dials

9 Number Tokens

1 Lead Hacker Token
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MOD SHEETS

Moderators have access to intercepted 
communications between Dissidents: they 
know what sets of codes to listen out for, 
but not what each one means in any given 
conversation.

By listening to Dissidents talk, Moderators 
attempt to infer the codes that are being 
used, and by extension, what location the 
Dissidents are planning to hack next.
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COMPONENTS
LOCATION CARDS

Each Location Card has two sides: 
Moderated, and Hacked. Locations always 
start Moderated, and can be removed from 
play and ‘secured’ after a Mod victory. 

When Dissidents win a round, the Location 
can be flipped to its Hacked side, forcing 
citizens to see the world around them for 
what it really is.

CODE CARDS

Code Cards are used by Dissidents as a 
means of concealing their intentions: all 
Dissidents will have the same Code Card, 
and so can say one word but mean another. 

Code Card Number: All Dissidents should 
be using the same number card when 
giving clues. After winning a round, the 
Dissidents can change their Code Card 
to the next highest or lowest number. 
After losing a round, Dissidents can 
change to any number Code Card.

On the left of each column, in white, 
is the Code Word, used in Dissident 
conversation. Here, ‘Beagle’ could be 
used on its own, or swapped out for 
‘Dog’ or ‘Cute.’

On the right is the meaning associated 
with that code - used to help determine 
which location the Dissidents are 
meeting at. Here, Beagle would mean 
Indoors. 
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SETUP

MODS

DISSIDENTS
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Take sides
Decide who will play as Moderators and 
Dissidents. The number of Moderators and 
Dissidents depends on the total number of 
players: 
 
3 PLAYERS: 2 Dissidents, 1 Moderator 
4 PLAYERS: 2 Dissidents, 2 
Moderators 
5 PLAYERS: 3 Dissidents, 2 
Moderators 
6 PLAYERS: 4 Dissents, 2 Moderators

Moderators and Dissidents sit at opposite 
sides of the table. Each Mod takes a Mod 
Sheet and dry erase pen. 

All players collectively decide which Code 
Set (A, B, C or D) to use.

Moderators flip their Mod Sheet to the 
side corresponding to the Code Set used.

Give each Dissident a copy of each 
numbered Code Card from the Code Set 
you have chosen, putting extra copies of 
each number back in the box. Dissidents 
should keep these cards in their hand. 

Each Dissident also takes a Targeting Dial.

Set the scene
Randomly choose 9 Location Cards from 
the range of locations specified on the 
Mod Sheet. Place them in a 3 by 3 grid 
(see right) with the Moderated side face 
up. All players should be able to see the 
locations equally. Place the numbered 
tokens over the Location Serial Numbers.

Return all other Location Cards to the box

Place the Mod Timer and Dissident Timer 
to one side of the player area, in reach of 
all players. 

Give the Lead Dissident token to the 
Dissident Player who last illegally 
downloaded something. 

Lead the 
Resistance
The Lead Dissident should secretly choose 
one Code Card from their Code Deck and 
show this card to other Dissidents, while 
ensuring the Moderators do not see it. 

All Dissident players should then find 
the matching card in their Code Deck 
and bring it to the front of their hand, 
ensuring that the card is hidden from the 
Moderators.

 
The Star Rating at the top Right of 
the Mod Sheet for each Code Set 
indicates how difficult the Code Set 
is to use. The lower the rating, the 
easier the Code Set. For new players, 
Code Set A is recommended. 

SETUP
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To avoid detection the Dissidents must 
ensure that their conversation is not 
suspicious to Modnet Users, by following 
the communication regulations:

• Dissidents should use their Code Card
to give encrypted verbal clues

• Dissidents should give clues based on
what is depicted on Location cards.

• Dissidents may make ‘popular culture’
references

• Dissidents should not whisper or
otherwise try to conceal the sound of
their voice

• Dissidents should not use electronic
devices to communicate

• Dissidents should not speak in a
language that the Moderators don’t
understand

• Dissidents should not point to words
on Code Cards, or give clues based on
the positioning of codewords on the
Code Card

• Dissidents should not refer back to
conversations in previous rounds.

MODERATION
After all Dissidents have secretly selected 
their target location on the Targeting 
Dials, Dissidents then flip the Mod Timer. 

Mods have one further minute to deduce 
what location the Dissidents are targeting. 
During this time, Mods must place the 
Mod Timer on the Location they believe 
the Dissidents have targeted.

Once 60 seconds are up, the Dissidents 
reveal the numbers selected on their 
Targeting Dials to all players. 
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HOW TO PLAY
The Universal Law of 
Communication

Dissidents can communicate with 
eachother however they choose, as 
lon gas it is possible for the mods to 
interpret it. Any Dissident who breaks 
this rule will be [REDACTED] and 
rendered [REDACTED].

STRATEGY TIPS

Dissidents can disguise their use 
of codewords by hiding them in 
sentences, and using synonyms. For 
example, the Lead Dissident could 
say: “It’s chilly at the moment” - 
rather than “Let’s target the cold 
location.” 
Disguising code words makes it 
harder for other Dissidents to 
understand, but it also makes it much 
less likely the Moderators will guess 
the code! 
When determining which location 
to place the Moderaton Timer, 
Moderators are advised to identify 
the code words that Dissidents 
are placing the most emphasis 
on, and then search through each 
code in turn, until they identify 
the corresponding set of code 
translations that most match one of 
the locations in play. 

The Dissidents’ Objective is to co-ordinate 
hacks of augmented reality technology 
by secretly communicating the target 
locations to each other in code.

The Moderators’ Objective is to prevent 
Dissident hacking, and preserve the 
augmented reality technology that creates 
the ‘perfect’ reality, by decoding the 
Dissidents’ conversation and deducing 
which location is being targeted.

The game takes place over a series of 
rounds, split into three phases; The Hack, 
Moderation, and Resolution.

The Hack
Flip the Dissident timer. The Lead 
Dissident has 2 mins to identify a target 
location and communicate this location to 
other Dissidents. To do this, the Dissidents 
have a conversation using their Code 
Cards to give encrypted verbal clues 
describing the target location.

The Lead Dissident (the player who 
has the Lead Dissident token) starts 
the conversation and suggests a target 
location for the round, but the other 
Dissidents can ask coded questions and 
suggest different locations. 

Moderators should attempt to decipher 
what the Dissidents are saying during the 
conversation. During The Hack, Mods can 
talk with each other freely and make notes 
on their mod sheet.

Once the Dissident timer runs out, 
Dissidents must stop talking. 

Immediately after the timer runs out, 
Dissidents should secretly select their 
target location, by adjusting their 
Targeting Dials to match the number of 
the Targeting Token on the Location they 
believe the meeting will be held. Dissidents 
may not show each other their Targeting 
Dials.         

BIG LIQUID 
FACT GLASS 

HAPPY LOUD 
LIFE PARTY

LIQUID + GLASS + LOUD 
+ PARTY = NIGHTCLUB 

LOCATION

10     ModNet Handbook

HOW TO PLAY

 
The Lead Dissident is encouraged 
to think creatively about how to 
communicate a target location, 
without giving their code away.

 
She seemed down today. Do you 
think she’s happy with her life?

 
The fact is, we can’t read too 
much into it without knowing the 
bigger picture.
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Resolution
Pass the Lead Dissident Token clockwise 
to the next Dissident player. If either the 
Mods or the Dissidents have won three 
locations, the game ends. Otherwise, start 
the next Round.

End Game
The game ends when either the Dissidents 
or the Moderators have gained ideological 
control.

If 3 or more locations 
have been discarded:

Mods win. After a prolonged cyber war, 
the Moderators succeed in convincing the 
population they live in a perfect, problem-
free Utopia.

The population lives [REDACTED] ever 
after.

If 3 or more locations 
have been flipped to 
their Hacked Side: 

Dissidents win. Dissidents have 
successfully hacked the augmented reality 
system and convinced the population that 
they live in a nightmarish dystopia. 

The Revolution begins.
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OUTCOMES

If the Mod Timer is on a location that at 
least 1 Dissident targeted, or if more than 
half the Dissidents did not target the 
same location: 

Mods have prevented 
the Hack

If the Location the Mod piece is on is 
Moderated, discard it.

If the Location the Mod piece is on is 
Hacked, Mods choose any Moderated 
Location in play and discard it. 

The Lead Dissident may change to any 
code.

12     ModNet Handbook

If more than half of the Dissidents 
targeted the same Location, and the 
Moderation Timer is not on a Location any 
of the Dissidents targeted:

Dissidents have hacked 
the target location

If the location is Moderated, flip it to its 
Hacked Side.

If the location is Hacked, Dissidents 
choose any Moderated Location and flip it 
to its Hacked Side. 

The Lead Dissident may change the code 
by +/- 1. The highest number can be 
changed to 1, and vice versa.

 
EXAMPLE

If Sarah was using Code 5 in a Code Set with 5 Codes, she could change to Code 4 
or Code 1.

When changing the code, the Lead Dissident should return their Code Card to the 
Code Card deck and shuffle it. They then select a new Code Card and show it to the 
other Dissidents, keeping it a secret from the Moderators. 

Then, all Dissidents should return their Code Card to their Code Card decks, shuffle 
the deck, and select the matching Code Card.

OUTCOMES
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Tabletop iD 
Verify your game and access bonus content 

Open the 
Tabletop ID app 

Tap the NFC tag 
on the box 

In the rare case of having no access to an NFC enabled device, 
the app will allow you to access the value added content by 
entering this code: e5d08f77a5 


